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If the potential m a two-particle system is the boundary value of an analytic 
function, the physical Hamiltonian H(0) has an analytic continuation H(o) which is 
not normal. In case the potential is local and belongs to suitable C%paces. there is 
a bounded operator P(0, d) projecting onto the continuous subspace of H(G). This 
paper shows that P(O.0) H(O) e -“’ generates a strongly differentiable group. It is 
proved that P(0, Q) H(o) is spectral. and details of the spectral projection operators 
are presented. The reasoning is based on the Paley -Wiener theorem for functions in 
a strip. It applies to larger systems provided the resolvent of the multiparticle 
operator H(g) satisfies certain regularity conditions that come from the theory of 
smooth operators. There are no smallness conditions on the potential. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider two particles in three-dimensional space interacting through a 
local potential V(x, w) that depends on the interparticle distance s and 
possibly on two polar angles w. If V(X, w) is the boundary value of an 
analytic function V(XP Pi0, w). the usual Hamiltonian H(0) has an analytic 
continuation 
H(4) = H,(e) + V(4) = -LLz*~” + V(.repim, co). (1.1) 
Typically, H(d) has a continuous spectrum along the half-line Y(0, $) which 
runs from 0 to cofZim. There may also be a point spectrum. 
Let R(A, @) be the resolvent of H(4). In a previous paper [ I2 I. we 
examined the Fourier integral 
lJ(t, *i.zezim ,$) = (2ni)-‘(sgn I) lc e-“‘R([I f ic) e*‘@, (o)e”“ dl. (1.2) 
. -r. 
Under suitable conditions on V(q), it was found that for almost every 0 the 
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operators U(t, fiee2’*, $) are bounded and tend in norm to limits 
U(t, ki0e2’0, 4) as E tends to 0. If E, 4 are fixed, 0 < t < co, the family 
{ U(t, *ice2’*, #)} f orms a semigroup; if -co < t < 0, it is also a semigroup. 
Since the operators U are not continuous at t = 0, they do not give rise to a 
group. In this paper we introduce 
G(t, O,q5) = (sgn t)]U(r, i0e2”, cp) - U(r, -iOe”‘, d)]. (1.3) 
By Theorems 4.9 and 4.10, (G(t, 0, $)} . IS a bounded group and G(t, 0, 4) has 
a strong derivative with respect to t which is equal to -iH($) e-“@G(t, 0, $). 
This work is part of a program aimed at multiparticle systems. In larger 
systems. the continuous spectrum of H(@) consists of half-lines Y(A,, 9) 
starting at the thresholds AP of scattering channels and making angles 29 
with the positive real axis [2, 9, lo]. If p # 0, each threshold A, is associated 
with a bounded idempotent operator 
P(L,, qi) = !im (2xi)-’ (.L [R(A, + [I + i0] e”*, qb) 
. -L 
- R(A, + [I - i0]e”@, #)] eZim dl (1.4) 
which projects onto an invariant subspace of H(g) (see [ 1, 11 I). If the 
integration path in Eq. (1.4) separates Y(A,, 4) from the rest of the spectrum 
of H(@), the spectrum of P(A,, $) H(4) is precisely Y(A,, 4). It is among our 
objectives to show that each A,, is associated with a group (G(t, AD, $)} and 
that this is the group generated by P(A,, 4)[H(#) - AP] eCzim on P(A,, 4) 52’. 
Eventually, the group is to be used to develop a scattering theory for 
P(A,,, 4) H(4). Our goal is to investigate what happens to P(L,, $) as 4 tends 
to 0. 
In the two-particle case, A = 0 is the only threshold. By Theorem 4.11, 
G(0, 0, 4) is the projection P(0, 4) and (G(t, 0, $)} is the group generated by 
P(0, q5) H(4) e 2im. It is shown in Section 5 that P(0, 4) H(4) is spectral, and 
details of the spectra1 projection operators E(I, 0, $) (-co < I< 00) are 
discussed. In particular, E(I, 0, 4) tends strongly to P(0, 4) as 1 tends to co. If 
f and g belong to P’, then @(I, 0, #)A g) is absolutely continuous and there 
is a constant c such that the total variation of (E(I, 0, g)f, g) over 
--co < I < co does not exceed c ]]f]] ]] g]]. 
Our assumptions on the two-body interaction I’($) on f!‘(Fi’) are the 
same as in [ 121. It acts as multiplication by a function V(xe mim, o) which is 
a product 
V(xemim. ~)=A(.~e~‘~,w)B(xe~‘“.w). (1.5) 
where 
A(xe-‘@, 0) and B(.uepim, w) E Qp(R3) f7 Pq(iR3), (1.6) 
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with some p, q such that 2 <p < 3 < q. The Pp- and P%orms are supposed 
to be bounded uniformly in 4 in some interval -y < 4 < 1’. 
At one point in [ 121, it was assumed that the integrals of lA(xe-“, w)Ip 
and ]B(xe-‘@, w)]” converge uniformly with respect to 4. This enabled some 
inequalities in [ 12, Lemma 4.1, Remark 4.71 to be made uniform in 4. In the 
major part of [ 121 the assumption was not used. Neither is it in this paper, 
except in Remark 2.3. Having estimates that are uniform in c wil be 
important in a future paper in which we want to vary 4. 
Conditions (1.6) on V(g) control R(1, 4) near the continuous spectrum of 
H(4). In order that the operators P(A,. 4) be bounded, in particular in the 
multichannel case, we also want to have constants 6 > 0 and r > 3 such that 
(1 +x*e-*‘yA and (1 +x*6? -2io)6 B E Y(lP”) I” P”(F?“). (1.7) 
This condition is not invoked explicitly in the present paper, but some of it 
was used to arrive at the point of departure for the following, in particular to 
prove Eqs. (1.9) and ( 1.10). 
Altogether, there exists some q > 0 such that V(?cemiO, o) belongs to 
L --v+~‘*(R’)~L 3+“(IR3). In order that H(0) be self-adjoint, V(x, W) is real. 
The resolvent R(1, 4) is examined for 0 < 4 < z/2 only. 
Relations (1.6) and (1.7) are more than sufftcient for the equation 
to have a kernel in the Schmidt class. Our final assumption is that the 
nullspace of 1 + A (4) R,(O, g) B(g) is empty. This is an assumption on the 
strength of the interaction. If I;($) is replaced by gV(d), it is satisfied for 
almost every coupling constant g. 
If the data are as above, [ 12. Theorem 4.61 says that for almost every @ 
there exists a constant E > 0 such that R(A. 4) is analytic in the region 
/i(E, 4) obtained by cutting the strip between the lines 1 = (I f iE) eZim 
(-co < I < co) along the half-line A = le*‘* (0 < I < co). There exists a 
constant a < co such that 
:x 
sup ) IIA(4)R([I * is] ezim. #)fll’dl< a ilfll’. (1.9) 
O‘:E<E --.x 
There is a constant b < co, not depending on A, such that 
IIA(@)R@. 4)W)ll G b (1.10) 
whenever ,I is in the closure of /1(E, 4). 
Inequality (1.9) is the only property of R(A, 4) that is required to prove 
that there are semigroups (U(t, fi0e2”, @)} and a group (G(t, 0, @)}. The 
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theory of the spectral projection operators E(I, O,#) demands more of the 
local properties of R(& 4) as a function of 1. It uses both Eqs. (1.9) and 
(1.10). There is a finite number of points 1 at most that are eigenvalues of 
H(W) for some w. Relations (1.9) and (1.10) do not hold if 0 is such that the 
half-line A = fezi’ (0 < 1~ co) passes through any of these points. This paper 
does not apply to such 4. 
2. INEQUALITIES 
We now discuss some inequalities required in the main body of this paper. 
Throughout this section, we suppress polar angles and consider real vectors 
x in IR 3”-3. A typical three-dimensional component of x is denoted by X, . 
The usual operator -A on f!‘(lR3”-‘) is denoted by H,, its resolvent by 
R,,(l). In the rest of the paper, these quantities would be denoted by H,(O) 
and R,@, 0). Inequalities for R,(& 0) carry over in an obvious way to 
Ro& 4). 
If A and B are the operators of multiplication by functions A(x,) and 
B(x,) in pp(lR3) n Q4(1R3), with some p, q such that 2 <p < 3 < q, it is well 
known [5] that AR&) B is bounded uniformly in 1. There exists a constant 
a < co such that 
sup ! -= (IAR,(l f ie)fll’ dl< a Ilflj’. (2.1) E>O - --ac, 
From this it follows that there is a constant c < co such that [5] 
IjAR,(I)II < c IIm AI-“*. (2.2) 
Lemma 2.1 examines the convergence properties of the integral (2.1) as I 
tends to 00. It is used for the first time in Lemma 4.4. Lemma 2.4 replaces 
Eq. (2.2) by an inequality that is stronger if A= leiO, I is close to 0 but v is 
not. This is required in Lemma 5.5. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let x, E IF?3 be a component of XE F?3n-3. Let A be the 
operator of multiplication by a function A(x,) in eq(lR’), with some q > 3. 
Let R,(A) be the resolvent of -A on Q2(lR3”-3). Suppose that Eq. (2.1) is 
true. Given f(x) E P2(iR3”-3 ) and 6 > 0, there exists a number L, not 
depending on E, such that 
s,u,z km I(AR,(l f ie)fllz dl < 6. (2.3) 
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Proox Letfik) be the Fourier transform off(.u ). For any L > 0. define.6 
by 
j;(k) =Sw if k’ <L/2. 
=o if k’ > L/2. 
Let f, be the inverse Fourier transform off,, . Because of Eq. (2.1) 
(2.4) 
.1 
!,- lI,%# * Wf-fL.)l12 dl< a Il./-f, II’. (2.5) 
We now consider R,(I f i&)fL and denote this by g(x,, x2). The Fourier 
transform of g is $(k, , k,). We also introduce &x,, kz). This gives 
(IAR,(I f ic)ft 11’ = 1’ IA(x,)l’l g(x,, x,)I’ d-‘-u, d3n--h.yy2 
= 1. IA(x I&K,, k,)l* d’x, djnp6kz 
< f lA(x,)l” d3x, 1 2i’/.d3n-hk2 [. (_ l&x,, k2)12q”qp2’ d-‘-u, I ‘q-2”q 
(2.6) 
Now recall that any h^ in !P (1 < s < 2) has an inverse transform h in 
f?“-I’. If we take 6 = g, h = i, and s = Zq/(q f 2) it follows from general 
principles that there is a constant b, not depending on kz. such that 
I 
1. )&I-, , kJ2q”qp” d”x, 1 
(Q-2) 9 
I 
(q+2)‘q 
<b I’1 g(k,, k2)l’qr’q+” d’k, (2.7) 
By the definition of g, 
1.1 $(k,. kz)12q”q+2’ d3k, < )‘I(k; + kf - I)-‘j;(k,, k2)J’YJ’q+” d”k, 
1. L&k,, k-2)12 d3k, 
q:(q+?) 
I [- I 
P(q+?) 
< ( I k; + k; - I/ m~q d’k I . (2.8) 
Since k-f + kf < L/2 and I> L, there is a constant c such that 
(‘Iki+ki-ll~qd’k,~(/-L/2)~q I‘d3k,~cLZ,‘(I-L/2)~q. (2.9) 
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Notice that the left side of Eq. (2.9) occurs in Eq. (2.8) raised to the power 
2/(q + 2), and that the left side of Eq. (2.8) must be raised to the power 
(4 + 2)/q to be used in Eq. (2.6). Hence, when estimating the left side of 
Eq. (2.6), we need quantity (2.9) raised to the power 2/q. Thus, we are 
interested in JC~‘~(/ - L/,Ze2. When using Eqs. (2.8) and (2.7) in Eq. (2.6). 
we also need to estimate 
Summarizing, there are constants d and e, depending only on A, such that 
ia IIAR,(l f ie)fJ/* dl < d Ilfll’ fE L3jq(1 - L/2)-l dl < e llfil’ L -‘f3’q. 
-L -L 
(2.11) 
Since q > 3 by assumption, expression (2.11) is less than 6/4 if L is 
sufficiently large. So is expression (2.5). This is sufficient for Eq. (2.3) to be 
true. I 
Remark 2.2. Let the data be as in Lemma 2.1 and choose I> 0. In 
making an estimate of IIAR,(-1 f ie)fll’, there is no need to introduce f,. 
Steps (2.6)-(2.9) may be repeated with f instead off, and -1 instead of 1. In 
particular, 
(Ik: + k; + ll-qd3k, <C(k; +1)-4+3/z <cl-qt3,2. (2.12) 
This must be raised to the power 2/q to be used in Eq. (2.6). It follows that 
there is a constant d such that 
IIAR,(-1 f ie)(12 < dl-2+3’q (1 > 0). (2.13) 
Hence the constant e in Eq. (2.11) may be chosen such that also 
[-L IIAR,,(l f ic)fll’dl < e /fllz L-‘+3’q. 
5 
By taking L sufficiently large, the left side of Eq. (2.14) can be made less 
than 6. This supplements Eq. (2.3). 
Remark 2.3. If the data are as in [12, Lemma4.11, AR,(l f is1 in 
Eq. (2.1) may be replaced by A(@)R,([lfi~]e~~~,cp) and Eq. (2.1) remains 
true with one single a < co not depending on 4. This follows from 
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[ 12, Remark 4.71. It can now be verified that L, not depending on e, can be 
chosen such that 
for all $ satisfying -y < 4 < y and -n/2 < I$ < n/2. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let x, E IR’ be a component of x E IFi-‘“-3. Let A be the 
operator of multiplication by a function A(x,) in f?p(lR3), with some p such 
that 2 <p < 3. Let R,(A) be the resoloent of -A on P2(lR3”-3). Then there 
exist constants 6 > 0 and c < co such that 
jJAR,(leiO)lJ < c1(*-‘)‘* /sin fwl-’ (-n < IC/ < n). (2.16) 
ProoJ The norm of an operator is equal to the norm of its adjoint. It is 
convenient to choosefE B2(lR3”-3 ) with Fourier transformj‘and to examine 
II Ik* - kiw I-’ @*f)^ Illllfll. (2.17) 
To make an estimate of this expression, we denote x(x,)f(x,,xz) by 
g(x,, x2). Partial Fourier transforms are f(x,, k,) and i(x,, k2). Since 
A@,) E pp(lFi3), there is a constant a such that 
1’ I i(x,, k2)12p’@+2) d3x, 
I 
(P+?)lP . 
<a 1 If(x,, k2)12 d3x,. (2.18) 
Taking Fourier transforms with respect to x, gives 
[ I g(k,, k2)12p!@-2’ d3k, 
I 
(P-2)/P 
<b jl~W,)12d3k,. (2.19) 
By an inequality of Hardy and Littlewood [8, Theorem 801, 
I’ l~(k,.k2)12p”p+2) k;‘2”p+‘)d3k, <d (1 ~(~,,k~)~~~~(~+*’ d3x,. (2.20) 
Using the left sides of Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) in Holder’s inequality shows 
that there is a constant e such that 
( I &k,, k,)l’ k;6’P d3k, < e (_ I&k,, k,)l’ d3k,. ., (2.2 1) 
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If we now write 3/p = 1 + 6, then 6 > 0 since p < 3 by assumption. Hence it 
follows from Eq. (2.21) and the definition of g that 
ll@*f)- k;‘-T < e Ilfll’. (2.22) 
Now refer to the first factor in expression (2.17). If 7r/2 < 1 VI / < 71, 
Ik2 - fe”(-’ < (k’ + f2)-“2 < (k: + f2)p”2. (2.23) 
If ) WI< n/2, elementary algebra shows that 
Ik2 - fe”I-’ <k-’ (sin v/l-’ < k;‘Jsin $wl-‘, 
Ik2 -fe’@lI-’ <I-’ lsin I&’ <I-’ lsin {WI-‘. 
(2.24) 
The inequalities may be combined by writing 
Ik2 _ le’ti1-l < ~~‘~6/(s-1~/2 Isin fyi-‘. (2.25) 
If this is used in expression (2.17), Lemma 2.4 follows from Eq. (2.22). 1 
3. SEMIGROUPS 
The semigroup (U(t, *i&e”“, #)} is defined by Eq. (1.2). In the absence of 
interactions, it reduces to the semigroup {U,} associated with H,(d). In the 
momentum representation, this acts as multiplication by functions of k, 
Uo(t, iee2i0, 4) = 0 (t < 0), 
cI,(I, -iEe2’*, 4) = e-ik*r+cr (t < 0). 
emikLtpE’ (t > 0), 
0 (t > 0). 
(3.1) 
Because of the discontinuity at r = 0, we have thus far avoided t = 0. The 
problem is related to the fact that U(t, fice”“‘, 0) is the Fourier transform of 
a function which is not in C’(I). As it turns out, it is convenient o write U as 
the sum of U, plus a remainder. This is the subject of the present section. 
In [ 12, Eq. (5.4)], we took some 6 > f, then defined the operator X(4) by 
X(4).0- im, 0.1) = (1 + x2e-2im)6f(xePim, w). (3.2) 
If -n/2 < @ < 7c/2, the operator X-l($) has the properties of A($) and B(4) 
in ,Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7). If B satisfies Eq. (1.6), it follows that X-‘R,B is 
bounded and that IIB*R,*(X-‘)*gll belongs to B’(l). If AR satisfies 
Eq. ( 1.9) and f, g are fixed in P2(R 3), the function 
s(f + ie) = -(X-‘@) R,([I + ie] e”“, 4) B($) A(@) R([I + ic] ezim, @).L g) 
(3.3) 
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is analytic in the strip 0 < F < E implied by Eq. (1.9) and belongs to 
i?*(I)nP’(~), unifomly in E. Hence it satisfies the conditions of the 
Paley-Wiener theorem for functions in a strip 17, 8 1. A convenient proof of 
the theorem can be found in Titchmarsh 18. Theorems 94-97 1. Assuming 
that s is in L!*, it shows that 
(3.4) 
. -I. 
tends to 0 as L tends to co. If s is also in f!’ and f is finite, either integral 
(3.4) has a limit as L tends to 00. Thus the Fourier transform ?(t. E) of 
s([ + ie) has the property that 
Pf(f, E) = f?Y(f, S), 
for every finite f. Denoting either side by s^(t) gives 
(3.5) 
f(f, E) = e - “‘f(t). (3.6) 
We can now repeat the proof of [ 12. Theorem 5.3 I to show that s^(f) is a 
sesquilinear form defining a bounded linear operator S(t. $) such that 
i(s(f, $)f,g)) does not exceed some constant times llfll I/(X-‘)* gll. It follows 
that the range of S(t, 4) is in the domain of X($). Henceforth this domain is 
denoted by %[X(#)]. If we write 
F(f, fi&e2im, $) 
= (-27ci)-’ \lr e-“‘R,([f k i&j e*“, $) V(@)R([I f i&l e”‘, $)e”@ dl, 
. - -1 
(3.7) 
then define 
F(f, i0e2’0, @) = -i(27c-“’ e”‘X(4) S(f, @), (3.8) 
and similarly for F(f, -iOe2”, @), we get bounded operators which for 
0 < E < E satisfy 
F(t, ice2im, 4) = e-“Qt. iOe*‘@, @), 
F(f, -keZi@. 4) = e”F(f, -iOezim, 4). 
(3.9) 
There is no need to exclude f = 0. In fact, F(0, fieeZim, @) is bounded and 
does not depend on E if @ is fixed and 0 < E < E. 
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4. THE GRGUP 
By Eq. (3.1), (sgn t)[ UJt, iOe*‘“, 4) - U&t, -i0e2’“, #)] acts as multi- 
plication by exp(-ik’t). Thus we find the group (exp(--ik*t)} generated by 
H,(d) ewzim. We denote this by (G,(t, 0, d)}. In view of Eq. (1.2), it suggests 
DEFINITION 4.1. For ---co < t < co, the operator G(t, 0, o) is defined by 
G(t.O:#) = vz (271i)-’ (-- e-“‘(R((f + ie] e*“, 4) 
-x. 
- R([f - ie] e”@. #)] eZim dl. (4.1) 
Because of Eqs. (1.2) and (3.7), 
G(t, 0. qi) = G,(t. O,#) + F(t, iOe*“, $) - F(t. -iOe*‘@, $) 
= (sgn t)[ U(t, iOe*‘@, d) - U(t, --iOe*‘@, d)]. (4.2) 
Hence G(t, 0, $) is bounded. For any fixed t, it is a norm limit with respect 
to E, uniformly in t on bounded intervals. This follows from Eqs. (3.1) and 
(3.9). Notice that integral (4.1) does not depend on E if t = 0. The notation is 
sufficiently general to accommodate the operators G(t. 1,. 4) we want to 
introduce in future papers, as indicated in Section 1. 
Let f be in 3 [H(d)] and look at G as lim, G,. By Eq. (4-l), G,Hf = HGJ 
If E tends to 0, the left side tends to GHf and G,f tends to GJ Since H is 
closed, it follows that Gf is in % [H(4)] and that G(t, 0, 4) H($)f is equal to 
H(4) ‘3~ 0.4U 
LEMMA 4.2. If A($ satisfies Eq. (1.9) and II($) satisfies 
Eq. (1.6), any f in I?* has the property that G(t, 0, Q)f is in %[A(@)] for 
almost every real t. There 1s a constant c < co such that 
ProoJ This follows from [ 12, Lemma 5.4). 1 
We now proceed to a series of technical lemmas leading to the conclusion 
that G(t, 0, $) has a strong derivative with respect to t. For brevity, we write 
R(A,) = R([I f i&l ezi’, 4), W,) = -W*) W)RV*). (4.4) 
Let A,, be in the resolvent set of K(d). Any f in TD[H($)] can be written as 
f= R(J,, #>fl .?= [H(4) -&IL (4.5) 
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wherefis in 2’. This gives 
R@,)f=-(1, -A,)-‘f+(l, -AJ’R(A*)~ 
Hence 
(4.6) 
:cc 
G(t,O,#)f=vz (271i)-’ ) ep”‘[(A+ -Ao)m’R(A+) 
. L 
- (A- -A,)-’ R(~j$+‘dl. (4.7) 
Replacing R by R, in Eq. (4.7) and H by H, in Eq. (4.5) gives G,(t, 0, g)fin 
terms off,. In the momentum representation, this takes the form 
G,(t, 0, $)f= (k2e2’m - Jo) ’ e mikLyo. (4.8) 
Hence, iffis in ‘D[H,(#)], 
Fy Il[h-‘G,(r + h, O,#) - h-‘G,(t, 0,4) + ik’G,(t, 0, $)]fll = 0. (4.9) + 
To see this, observe that 
(k Ze2im -~o)~I~~-l(e-ik~h _ I)+ ikZl (4.10) 
is bounded uniformly in h and k. Thus, if the norm in Eq. (4.9) is evaluated 
in the momentum representation, K can be chosen so large that the region 
k > K contributes as little as we please. In the remaining region, expression 
(4.10) tends to 0 as h tends to 0, uniformly in k. Hence Eq. (4.9). The 
meaning of Eq. (4.9) is that G,(f, O,#) has a strong derivative with domain 
a[H,(#)]. Because k2 is the same as H,(4) ePzim, we write 
dG,(t, 0, $)/df = -if-Z,($) e-2imGo(t, O,@). (4.11) 
We want to generalize this result to G(t, O,#). The group properties then 
follow easily. 
The first step is to split R in Eq. (4.7) into R, and D. We write 
F,(f, ki&)= (2~i)~’ j’” eeirt(lk --&-‘D(~,)e2’“d/, (4.12) 
. -cc 
G(t, 0, #)f= (k2ezim -A,)-’ e -ik2y+ l&i: [F,(f, ie) - F,(f, -i&)]jz (4.13) 
Notice that the first term on the right in Eq. (4.13) is not the same as 
G,(t, 0, #)f, because f’ differs from TO. The earlier argument easily shows, 
however, that the first term has a strong derivative which acts as 
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multiplication by -ik’. With Eq. (4.5), it follows that there exist constants a 
and b such that 
II f (&g’” = 11 k’(k*e*‘” - 1,) -‘f’ll 
< a IIW)fll + b Il.0 (4.14) 
Further progress depends on some estimates involving D(n,), but in order 
that these can be formulated in as simple a language as possible, we first 
need to discuss a formal point as regards Eq. (1.9). 
Remark 4.3. Let Q be the operator on C2 which takes complex 
conjugates, Q~=J? Since V(x, w) is real by assumption, it follows from the 
Schwarz reflection principle that v(xePi’, o) = V(xe’@, 0). Hence Q V(d) = 
V(-4) Q, and similarly for H,-,(g). This implies that QR(1, 4) = R(l, -4) Q. 
Also, R *(,I, 0) = R(1, -0) and A “(4) = QA(#) Q. Hence 
QA(#)W,4)= QA(~)QR(;i,-~)Q=A*(~)R*(~,~) Q. (4.15) 
If A(#) R(A, 4) satisfies Eq. (1.9) it follows that A *(@) R *(,I, 4) satisfies the 
same equation. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let the data be as in Lemma 4.2 and define D(1,) bq 
Eq. (4.4). Given 6 > 0, there exist constants c < 03 and L < OI. not 
depending on E, such that 
(-5 I(D(L+)f,g)l di < c llfll 11 gllv 
.’ - a 
(J::+.il”) I(D@,Md1 dl < 6 II gll. 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
ProoJ If we write D = -R,BAR, then Eq. (4.16) follows from Eq. (1.9) 
and a similar inequality involving B*R,*. To prove Eq. (4.17), we write 
D = -RABR,, then use the Schwarz inequality. This gives a factor 
containing IIA*R*g\l to which Remark 4.3 aplies. The other factor contains 
IIBRJll. This factor determines L by Lemma 2.1 and Remark 2.2. 1 
The derivative of F, is almost equal to 
F2(f, fit) = (2ni)-’ f= e-“‘(-iA,)@, -&-I D(n,) dl. (4.18) 
--cc 
It will become clear that there is exact equality in the limit of E tending to 0. 
There is no difficulty in writing down the derivative of F, in case E # 0, but 
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Fz has the advantage of being the Fourier transform of an analytic function 
Of/l*. 
Let us discuss F,(r, ic). The operator F,(r, -it:) has similar properties. By 
Eq. (4.16). F,(t. ie) is bounded uniformly in t and c. It is associated with the 
function 
s,(l+ie)=(l+ -l,)F’(X ‘(o)D(A,)J;g). (4.19) 
This is analytic in I + ie in the region E > 0 and belongs to L”(I) n P ‘(I). It is 
very similar to the function s(l+ ia) of Eq. (3.3). Hence F,(t, ie) has the 
property of Eq. (3.9). For any fixed t, it tends in norm to a boundary value 
F,(t. i0). uniformly in t on bounded intervals. Notice that there is a slight 
departure from earlier notations. We write F,(t. kie) rather than 
F,(r. *i&e*‘“, 4). This simplifies the notation in the next few lemmas. 
The operator Fz(t. ie) is associated with 
s,(l+ k) = -i(/ + ie) s,(I + i6). (4.20) 
Since this is also in L”(I) n P’(I), the operator F,(t. ie) has the property of 
Eq. (3.9) and tends in norm to F?(t. i0). 
LEMMA 4.5. Let the data be as in Lemma 4.2 and IetA g be in 2’. Given 
tl > 0. there exists a number < > 0. not depending on E. such that 
I-z (hmm’(emi’h ~ 1) + ill IA + -AJ’ l(QA+)Ag)l dj < rl II g/l (4.21) 
. --3^ 
whenecer -< < h < <, h # 0. 
ProoJ Since 
lh-‘(em-“*- l)+ilj/A+ -AJ’ (4.22) 
is bounded uniformly in h and 1, Lemma 4.4 allows us to choose L such that 
the intervals -co < I < -L and L < 1 < co contribute less than q 11 gl1/2 to 
integral (4.2 1). Once L and the constant c in Eq. (4.16) are known, [ can be 
found such that expression (4.22) is less than ~/2c l/./j whenever -L < I < L 
and -c < h < c, h # 0. The interval -L < 1 < L then contributes less than 
q 11 gl1/2 to integral (4.2 1). Hence Eq. (4.21) is satisfied. fl 
LEMMA 4.6. Let the data be as in Lemma 4.2 and define F,(t, ie) and 
F,(t, k) by Eqs. (4.12) and (4.18). For any fixed t the operators F tend in 
norm to bounded operators F,(t, i0) and F,(t, i0) having the propert~~ of 
Eq. (3.9). Iff is in I?‘, 
Fy Ij[h-‘F,(t + h, i0) - h-‘F,(t, i0) - FZ(tr iO)]fll = 0. (4.23) 
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Proof. It was explained that there are norm limits satisfying Eq. (3.9). 
Given 6 > 0, it follows that one can choose c0 > 0 such that 
IlEFlk wll < 6 (4.24) 
whenever 0 < E < E,, any real t. Given Ed, one can choose h, > 0 such that 
Ihm’(ecEh - 1)1 < 2~ if O<E<.~~, -ho < h < h,, h # 0. (4.25) 
This then gives 
llhm’(e-“” - l)F,(t + h, iO)fll < 26. (4.26) 
Since t is fixed, T exists such that -T< t < T. Next, 6 exp(-e, T) may be 
denoted by q. This makes q exp(et) < 6. Now refer to Eq. (4.21). We write 
the first factor as 
h-‘W”h - l)+&-(--iA+)@? (4.27) 
The operators F, and Fz are obviously related to the integral in Eq. (4.21). 
Given V, Lemma 4.5 says that one can choose [ > 0, not depending on E, 
such that 
I(h -‘F,(t + h. ie)f- h - ‘F,(t, ie)f+ cF,(t, ie)f 
- F&Y i&M gl < 9 II gll (4.28) 
whenever -[ < h < c, h # 0. There is no loss of generality in taking [ < h,. 
Because of Eq. (3.9), Eq. (4.28) is the same as 
IV ‘epEhF,(t + h, iO)f- h -‘F,(t, iO)f+ &F,(t, iO)f 
- Fz(t3 i0j.L g)l < w’* II gll < 6 II 4. (4.29) 
Collecting results shows that 
I(h-‘F,(t + h, iO)f- h-‘F,(t, iO)f-- F,(t, iO)f,g)I 
~~/I~ll+Il~~‘~~~“h-~~~,~~+~.~~~fIIII~ll 
+ II&F& I’ll II g/l < 46 II gll (4.30) 
whenever -[ < h < [, h # 0, uniformly in t on the interval -T < t < T. This 
proves Eq. (4.23). I 
Remark 4.1. Because of Eq. (4.23). we say that F,(t, i0) has a strong 
derivative. It is denoted by dF,(t, iO)/dt and is equal to F,(t, i0). 
LEMMA 4.8. If the data are as in Lemma 4.2 and G(t, O,@) is defined 64 
409 i94 ‘1.9 
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Eq. (4. I), it has a strong deriuatioe dG(t. 0. Q)/dt with domairl ID] H(p) (. 
There exist constants a and b such that 
(4.3 I ) 
whenetler f belongs to ‘0 [H(q)]. 
Proof: The operator G(t. 0, 4) can be decomposed according to 
Eq. (4.13). The first term has a strong derivative satisfying Eq. (4.14). In the 
other terms, the limit with respect to e can be performed because of 
Lemma 4.6. Also by Lemma 4.6, the other terms have strong derivatives 
F2(t, fiO)$ The operators F, are bounded and$is related to f by Eq. (4.5). 
Now the proof can be completed easily. m 
Although we know now that G(t, 0, $) has a strong derivative, we have yet 
to identify a convenient way to find it. 
THEOREM 4.9. Under the conditions of Lemma 4.8, 
~G(t.O,()f=-iH())e~*imG(t,O,~)f=-iG(t,O,C)~())e~~imf (4.32) 
wheneuerf is in D(H($)] and -ax < t < 03. 
ProoJ That G commutes with I-Z($) was already observed in connection 
with Eq. (4.1). 
To prove Eq. (4.32), we first find the derivative of X-r($) G(t, 0, @)f 
under the assumption that f is in the domain of [H(4)]‘. If ,I, is in the 
resolvent set of H, 
R(l)=- 5 (~-~O)-n(H-~O)n~‘+(~--~)~‘R(~)(H-~O)’. (4.33) 
ll:l 
Hence 
G-‘P) G(t, O,@)L 8) 
= ‘,‘y (2ni)-’ fit e-i’t 
(lQ(~+~-Q(~~)lI~(~)-~,l~f.g)e2’“d~~ 
x 
(4.34) 
with 
(4.35) 
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This is an analog of Eq. (4.12). Both the integrand and 1 times the integrand 
belong to Q’(Z) n B’(I). To find the derivative, we may therefore repeat the 
steps that took us from F, to F, in Lemma 4.6. It follows that the derivative 
is obtained if in Eq. (4.34) we multiply Q(A +) by (-U+) ePZim and Q(A-) by 
(-id-) epzim, then integrate with respect to I and let E go to 0. Now 
-iA,e-*‘“(A, -,I,)-2=-ie-2im(~~ --Lo)-’ -iA,e-““(A, -A,,)-‘. (4.36) 
When inserted in Eq. (4.34), the first term on the right gives 
(-ie-2imX-‘(#) G(h 0, $)[H(@) -&If, g). 
This follows from Eq. (4.7). The second term gives 
(-ie-*‘OX-‘(#) G(t, O,g) A,f, g). 
(4.37) 
(4.38) 
Hence 
$X-‘(#) G(t, 0, $)f= -iX-‘(4) H(4) em”“G(t, 0, #)f (4.39) 
providedf is in the domain of [H(4)]‘. It is already known from Lemma 4.8 
that either side is in D[X(g)]. H ence we may apply X(4) to find Eq. (4.32) 
for f in the domain of [H(g)]‘. 
Iffis merely in a[H(#)], we choose$as in Eq. (4.5) and approximate this 
by a sequence (g,) in D[H(#)]. Writing f,, = R(&, 4) g, gives a sequence 
(f,,} in the domain of [H(d)]’ such that f,, tends to f and H(#)f, to H(Q)J 
Every f, obeys Eq. (4.32). Since G is bounded, GHfn tends to GHf. Because 
of inequality (4.31) dGf,,/dr tends to dGf/dt. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.9. 1 
THEOREM 4.10. If the data are as in Lemma 4.2, the operators 
(G(t, 0, $)} with fixed 4, --co < f < 00, form a group. 
Proof This follows from Theorem 4.10 by a standard argument 14. 
pp. 48 l-4821. m 
THEOREM 4.11. If the data are as in Lemma 4.2. the operalor G(0, 0. $) 
is a projection P(0, 4). The range of P(0, $) is an invariant subspace of H(g) 
and (G(t, 0, $)} is the group generated by P(O,4) H($) emziB in the subspace 
WA 4) c*. 
Proof: It follows from the group property of G(t, 0.0) that G(O,O, 4) is 
idempotent. Since G(O,O, 0) commutes with H(Q) by Eq. (4.32), it projects 
onto an invariant subspace. Notice that the integral in Eq. (4. I) for G(0, 0, 4) 
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does not depend on E and is precisely what we get if in Eq. (1.4) for p(l,. q) 
we take LP = 0, 8 = E. 
Also by the group property of G(t, 0. @), the range of G(r, O,@) does not 
depend on t and is therefore the same as the range of P(O.4). Since 
G(t. 0, d I= J’(O, 4) G(t. 0.4) = G(L 0, o) P(O. @ 1. (4.40) 
G(t, 0, d) takes P(0, 4) P* into P(0, @) P’ and annihilates [ 1 - P(0, @)I P’. 
Since P(0, $) is idempotent, Eq. (4.32) implies that 
$ GO, 0, $)[W $)fl = -WA @I H(4) em*‘“G(& 0, ti)[P(O. 4)fI. 
(4.4 1) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.11. 1 
5. SPECTRAL RESOLUTION OF THE GROUP 
It follows from the spectral theory of the Laplace operator that 
s-i\y (27ci)-’ jL [R,( [l + ic] ezic, 4) - R,( [I - ie 1 ezim, 4) ]JP” dl = E,(L)f, 
-0 
(5.1) 
where (E,(L)} is the spectral family associated with H,(O) and slim means 
that the limit is strong. Since G,(t, 0,4) acts in the same way as 
exp(-N,(O) 1). 
G,(t, 0, $)f= fK epi" d[E,(l)f]. 
'0 
(5.2) 
This formula differs from Eq. (4.1) in that a limit with respect to E is 
performed first, an integration over 1 next. It is the purpose of this section to 
show that there is a similar resolution of G(t, 0, 4) in terms of a family of 
projections (E(L, 0, ti)}. 
It is of some interest that Eq. (5.1) may be replaced by 
E,(L)f= S4h~ (27Ti) ’ 1. Ro(A $)f d. 
-ru. EI 
where T(L, E) runs from (L - ie) eZim to (f. + ic) ezie along some path in the 
resolvent set of H,(d). The difference between the integrals in Eqs. (5.1) and 
(5.3) comes from a semicircle C, centered at the origin and running from 
-ice2im to ice*‘* in the clockwise direction. To see that the contribution from 
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C, tends to 0 with E, choose f in I!* and q > 0. Then find 6 such that 
IIE,,(8)fli < q. On C,, the norm of R, is of order l/c. The length of C, is of 
order E, so E,(J)f yields a contribution to the integral of order q. Also on 
C,, the norm of R,[ 1 - E,(J)]f is of order l/S. Since 6 is fixed, this results 
in a contribution of order q if E is suffkiently small. Hence Eq. (5.3). 
We now turn to the operator D(IE,) defined by Eq. (4.4), but first examine 
X-‘D(n*), suppressing various arguments #. The operator X-ID@+) gives 
rise to the funtion s(I + k) of Eq. (3.3). By the Paley-Wiener theorem, 
s(/ + ie) tends to a boundary value s(f) in mean square and also almost 
everywhere. The Fourier transform of s(l + k) is emE’S”(f). This tends in mean 
to f(l). Since e -E’Sl(t) tends to the transform of s(l) by Parseval’s theorem, it 
follows that s^(t) is the transform of s(l). 
Let M, L be real and finite. Since s(l + ie) tends to s(f) in mean square, 
‘,‘2 !I 1 s(l + ie) - s(l)1 dl = 0. (5.4) 
From now on, we take M fixed, M < 0, and write 
lj$[s(lfic)df= jLs(I)d=o+(L). (5.5) 
- .Zf 
Because of Lemma 4.4, o+(L) does not exceed some constant times 
llfll IW-‘)* .tilL uniformly in L. As in the proof of [ 12, Theorem 5.31, a+(L) 
defines a bounded linear operator C+(L, 4) whose range is in D[X(#)]. This 
yields 
LEMMA 5.1. Let the data be as in Lemma 4.2. Define s(l+ ie) bl 
Eq. (3.3), a+(L) by Eq. (5.5). There exisr operators Z+(L, 4) and A+(L, 4) 
sa tisfjing 
a+(L) = F+(L, @)f,g), 
A+(L,~)=e*‘“X(~)C+(L,~). 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
These are bounded uniformly in L. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that R(l,#) satisfies Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10). Let 
A(#) and B($) satisfy Eq. (1.6). Choose some fixed M < 0 and let A+(L, 4) 
be the operator introduced in Lemma 5.1. Refer to Eq. (4.4) for the definition 
of the operator D, and write 
A(L, E, 4) = [’ D(l+) e2jm dl. 
. .M (5.8) 
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Given anl* f in 2’ and q > 0, there is a constant E,,. not depending on 1. such 
that 
IIl~(~~~~~)--d+(~.~)lfll < ‘I (5.9) 
provided 0 < e < r+. There is a bounded operator A + (4) such that A + (I, Q ) f 
tends strongly to A + @)f as 1 tends to co. There is a constant c < 0~). not 
depending on G, such that the total variations of (A(1, E, @)Jg) and 
(A+(f,ti)f,g) over -m < 1 < co do nor exceed c/If 11 1 gl/. The funcfion 
(A + (1, $)A g) is absolutely continuous; given r] > 0, there exists a constant 6, 
not depending on E, such that 
for every set of nonoverlapping intervals L, < 1 < L, f u, such that 
cnu, < s. 
Proof: Since the data include those of Lemma 4.2, the whole of Section 4 
and Lemma 5.1 apply. 
We first show that A(L, E, g)f has a strong limit, which we call 
A(L. 0.4)f: Since A(L, E, $) is bounded uniformly in L. E, it suffices to 
assume in this part of the proof that f belongs to some dense set. This we 
take to be B(X). 
Thus, let f be in B(X), g in I?‘, and write Xf = h. We need to prove that 
I(kG E+ 4) -A&. 4 $11 X-‘(4) h,g)l < rl II gll (5.1 I) 
if E, 6 < cO, where c0 does not depend on L. Since D(A+) is analytic in A+, 
the proof can be reduced to showing 
[ PWW’Wd~ <rlIIgllP (j = L, M), (5.12) 
. rj 
where r, runs from (L + k) e2’“to (L + is) ezim and r,w is defined in a 
similar way. Let A be on r, and write 
(D@)X-‘kg) = -(A(#) R(A @)X-‘(4) h, B*(#)R,*& @)g). 
(5.13) 
The operator AZ&-’ may be decomposed according to 
ARX-’ = AR,X-’ - ARBAR,X-‘, (5.14) 
hence it is bounded uniformly in A. This is the point at which Eq. (1.10) 
enters the proof. If u > 0 and I. = (I + iu) eZio, then Eq. (2.2) says that 
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IlB*U) GV4 #)I1 does not exceed some constant times u -I’*, uniformly in 1. 
Hence expression (5.13) is of order I( gll u - “* Integrating along r, means . 
that we must integrate over u from E to 6. There is therefore no difficulty in 
choosing E,, not depending on L, so that Eq. (5.12) is true. This E, can also 
be used for r,,. It follows that there is a strong limit which determines a 
bounded operator d (L, 0, 4). 
For Eq. (5.9) to be true, it is now sufficient if 
([A +(L $) -A&. 0, (9)l.L k) = 0 (5.15) 
whenever f and k are f?* . Actually, since either A operator is bounded, it 
suffices to prove Eq. (5.15) for all k in 3(X*). At this point, we write 
X*k = g. so that 
(d(L, 0, g)f, k) = Ijz j: (X-‘&I + )J g) eZim dl 
(5.16) 
s(l + i&) being the function (3.3). By Eqs. (5.6), (5.7), 
(5.17) 
The desired relation (5.15) now follows from Eq. (5.5). 
We proceed to show that A + (L, 4) tends to a limit A + (4). To this end, we 
choose q > 0, then find L such that 
I([A+(L,,9)-A+(L,,~)lf,g)l <rlIIglI (5.18) 
provided L,, L, > L. Because of Eq. (5.9), condition (5.18) may be replaced 
by a condition on A(/, E, 4). This can be satisfied, uniformly in E, because of 
Lemma 4.4. 
The total variation of (A([, E, $)f, g) is just 
(5.19) 
where the supremum is to be taken with respect to all possible sets of 
nonoverlapping intervals L, < 1 < L, + , . Expression (5.19) is less than 
c 11 f II 11 gll by Lemma 4.4. By Helly’s selection theorem [ 13, pp. 26-313, 
there is a sequence (ci} (i = 1, 2,...) such that (A(/, Ed, #)f, g) tends to a limit 
as E, tends to 0, the total variation of the limit not exceeding c II f II II g 11. 
From the first part of the proof of Lemma 5.2, it is clear that the limit must 
be @(I, 0, #)f, g). With Eq. (5.15), it follows that the total variation of 
(A+K 4l.L g) does not exceed c llfll II 4. 
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Inequality (5.10) is the same as 
(5.20) 
We first establish this for all f in D(X). Writing Xf = h. we use Eq. (5.13). 
The present problem requires the estimate 
with some constant a. The right side can be made less than q ]] g/]/Z by 
choosing C,, u,, small. This proves Eq. (5.10) in case f is in D(X). Notice 
that it follows from Eq. (5.21) that series (5.20) converges uniformly in E. 
Even if f is not in a(X), it can be approximated by a sequence (f,) in 
D(X). By Eq. (4.16), the differencef-f, can be made to contribute less than 
q ]( g]]/2 to sum (5.20). It does not destroy the uniform convergence of the 
series. Hence Eq. (5.10) is true for all f in I?* and remains true if in each 
term of the series we let E go to 0. This then shows that (A +(I, #)f, g) is 
absolutely continuous. I 
COROLLARY 5.3. Zf a(l) is a continuous function of I and L, M arejhite. 
“-,‘\y 11 a(l) ~(~+)fe2i@ dl= {I a(l) d[A+(l, #)f 1. (5.22) 
ProoJ For a discussion of vector-valued Stieltjes integrals, we refer to 
Hille and Phillips [3, Sect. 3.31. The integral on the right exists because 
A +(I, $)f is of bounded variation and a(l) is continuous. On either side, 
integration by parts is allowed. On the right, this gives 
r 40 d[A + (L #)f 1 = 44 A +(I, 4)f * M L - r [A+(L4)f ] da(O. (5.23) M . .+I 
The integral on the left side of Eq. (5.22) is of the same form as (5.23), 
except that A+(& 4) must be replaced by A(I, E, 4). This reduces the problem 
to a limits question which is answered by a HilLPhillips corollary. Relation 
(5.22) is true because A(/, E, #)f tends to A + (I, $)f uniformly in 1 (see 
Eq. (5.9)). 1 
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Since the variation of d(f, E, $)$ is bounded uniformly in E, Corollary 5.3 
could presumably be proved without integration by parts, using the 
Helly-Bray theorem instead. Since the Helly-Bray theorem is known not to 
hold on an unbounded interval [6, pp. 233-236, p. 240; 13, pp. 3 l-331, 
Lemma 5.4 appears to require a separate proof. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let the data be as in Lemma 5.2. Let F(t, iOe”‘, 4) be the 
operator defined by Eq. (3.8). Then 
F(t, iOe*‘@, $)f= (2ni)-’ s-lim i eeirr d[d +(I, #)f]. 
K.L+lr, .mK 
Proof: Taking some fixed M < 0, write 
Z(L, E) = (2ni)-’ fL e-i’rD(A+)fe’im dl. 
. hf 
The left side of Eq. (5.24) is 
lim lim [Z(L, E) - I(-K, E)]. 
E-0 K.l.+r 
In view of Corollary 5.3, the right side of Eq. (5.24) is 
.!iTrn l/z [Z(L E) - I(-K 811. 
(5.24) 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
Whether this limits exists is still to be investigated. Obviously, we want to 
show that the limits with respect o E and K, L may be interchanged. 
By Lemma 4.4 Z(L, E) has a strong limit as L tends to co, uniformly in E. 
We denote the limit by Z(co, E). 
For any finite t, it is clear that (1 Z(L, E)( 1 - eEf)I( is small if E is close to 0, 
uniformly in L. Now consider 
Z(L, E) eEr - Z(L, 6) est = (2ni)-’ (_ e-‘.“D(l)fd& (5.28) 
.‘r 
where Z consists of a curve from (L + is) eZiQ to (Z. + k) e2im, plus a curve 
from (M + k) eZiQ to (M + is) ezim. The first part of the proof of Lemma 5.2 
may be repeated to show that expression (5.28) tends strongly to 0 as E, 6 
tend to 0. Hence, there is a strong limit Z(L, 0). This is attained uniformly in 
L, again by the proof of Lemma 5.2. It is clear that Z(L, 0) may be viewed as 
the limit of Z(L, E). It was already known from Corollary 5.3 that Z(L, E) 
tends to a limit as E tends to 0. We now see that this is uniform in L. 
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Summarizing. given q > 0 we can find L, < CL) and Ed, < E such that 
llqm E) -WV &)I/ < rl (L>L,,O<E<E). 
IIW. 0) - w. &)I1 < rl (O<E<E(,. 
(5.29) 
-aI<L<oo). 
Thus if E < E,, then jll(co, E) - I(L,, O)ll < 2~. It follows that lim,,, I(oo, F) 
exists and is close to I(L,, 0). If L > L,,, then IjI(L, 0) - I(co, &,,)I1 < Zy, so 
lim L+oo I(L. 0) exists and is close to [(co, so). By Eq. (5.29), both f(L,, 0) 
and [(co, co) are close to Z(L,. so). Hence Z(L,,. .cO) is close to both 
lim s+o [(co, c) and h-n,,, I(L, 0). This shows that the limits with respect to 
L and F may be interchanged. The argument also applies to the limits with 
respect to K and E. The latter case is actually simpler, because K tending to 
co takes us far away from the spectrum of H(4). We know now that 
expressions (5.26) and (5.27) are equal. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 5.4. I 
Along with A+(/. @). it is obvious that there is an operator A-(1. @) with 
similar properties. As can be seen from Eq. (5.8) either operator depends on 
the number M which thus far has not been specified except for its being 
negative. This ambiguity naturally drops out because in practice we are only 
interested in A+(l, 4) - A-(I, $). 
LEMMA 5.5. If the data are as in Lemma 5.2 and --oo < L < 00, 
ZZ s-lim j 
c-0 _ r(L.0 
W>fdA (5.30) 
where T(L, E) runs from (L - is) eZim to (L + in) e*‘” along any path in the 
strip between the lines 1 = (1 f iE) e*” (-a, < 1 < ~0) that does not intersect 
the half-line 1= le*‘O (0 < 1 < co). Expression (5.30) vanishes tf L < 0. 
Proof: In view of Lemma 5.2, we need to show that 
s-lim,,, (-0 [D@+) - D(n-)]fe2i” dl= 0 
” M 
(5.3 1) 
if M < 0. By the analyticity of the integrand, it suffices to show that 
s-lim E-10 I D(A)fdA = 0 (j = 0, El, 
(5.32) 
_ cj 
where Co is the line segment from (M - k) eZio to (M + ie) ezir and C, is the 
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semicircle centered at the origin and running from -iee’im to ice*‘” in the 
clockwise direction. 
On C,, the integrand is bounded uniformly in E. That the integral tends to 
0 is therefore obvious. On C,, we write 
If A is on C,, Lemma 2.4 says that IJB*R,* 11 is of order .s”- ‘I’*, with some 
6 > 0. Since AR is equal to AR, - ARBAR, and ARB is bounded uniformly 
in 1 by assumption (l.lO), it follows that \lAR I/ is also of order s”- I’;‘. The 
length of C, is of order E, hence the integral along C, actually tends to 0 in 
norm, not merely strongly. This proves the first equality (5.30). The second 
one follows immediately, because the integrals in the second and third 
members of Eq. (5.30) differ only by a contribution from C,. That the 
expression (5.30) vanishes if L < 0 is implied by Eq. (5.31). u 
DEFINITION 5.6. For -co < L < co, the operator E(L, 0.4) is defined by 
E(L, 0. #) = s-lim E-10 (2ni))’ r [R([I + is] e”‘, 4) 
-0 
- R((l- i&l e2im, $)]fe”@ dl. (5.34) 
This definition is meaningful and E(L, O,#) is bounded uniformly in L 
because 
E(L, 0,4) = E,(L) + (2lri))‘[d +(L, 4) -A _(L, @)I, (5.35) 
by Eqs. (4.4), (5.1), and (5.30). The notation gives the flexibility to introduce 
operators E(L, AP, $) in future papers. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let the data be as in Lemma 5.2. Let f,g be in 2’ and let 
E(1, 0,4) be the operator of DejZtion 5.6. Then E(1, 0, 4) = 0 tf I< 0. There 
is a bounded operator E(0, 4) such that E(1, 0, @)f tends strongly to E(0, qi)f 
as 1 tends to 00. There is a constant c < to such that the total variation of 
(E(l,O, 4)f. g) over --ol) < 1~ co does not exceed c 11 f 11 (Igl(. The function 
(E(1, 0, @)f, g) is absolutely continuous; given r] > 0. there exists a constant 
6 > 0 such that 
z: l([W, + u,,O,#) -W,~O~~)If,g)l < rl II gll 
n 
for every set of nonoverlapping intervals L, < I < L, + u, such that 
En un < 6. 
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An alternative expression for E(L, 0.4) is 
E(L, 0, @)f= slim EAO (2ni) - ’ 1‘ R(J, q).f dJ. (5.37) 
. I-il. ,E) 
where T(L, E) is the contour of Lemma 5.5. 
ProoJ: This follows from Lemmas 5.2, 5.5, and known properties of the 
operator E,,(L) considered in Eq. (5.1). 1 
COROLLARY 5.8. I” u(l) is a continuous function of I and L, M arefinite. 
slim,,, (2ni)-’ -11 a(l)[R([I + ie] ezim, 4) - R([I - ie] e”“, d)] fezi0 dl 
Proof: This is due to Corollary 5.3 and known properties of R, and the 
spectral operators E,(I). I 
LEMMA 5.9. Let the data be as in Lemma 5.2. If 1, m are real and I< m, 
then 
E(L 0, 4) E(m, 0, 4) = Eh 0, @I EC& 0.4) = EU, (44). (5.39) 
Proof. Since the operators E are bounded, it suffices to examine 
((E(I, O,$) E(m, 0, #)f,g) for all Jg in Z[[x(#)]. We therefore write 
f = X-‘(@)J;’ and similarly for g. First suppose that I < m. By repeated 
application of Eq. (5.37), 
= Fz bz (27ci)-’ 1 4 1 dk(l -PI)-‘([R(l) -R@)] X-‘f:X-‘g). 
-r(m.6) -r(l.E) 
(5.40) 
The second member of Eq. (5.39) has the same integral representation. 
Hence E(f, 0.4) and E(m, 0, 4) commute. 
It is easy to integrate the R(U) term on the right in Eq. (5.40) with respect 
to A and to let E go to 0. The result is 0, because p lies outside the contour 
w, e). 
Now consider the R(A) term. If (A. -,u)’ is integrated along r(m, 6) and 
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the path is closed by adding the line segment r, from (m + is) eZim to 
(m - is) e*“, the result is 2ni. Substituting in Eq. (5.40) and integrating with 
respect to J. gives @(I, 0, #)f, g). To prove Eq. (5.39), it is therefore 
sufficient to show that 
Since 1 < m by assumption, (A -p)-’ is bounded if A is on f(l, E) and ,U on 
Ts. The operator (X-l)* RX-’ may be written as 
(X-')*RX-'=(X-')*R,,X-'-(X-')*R,BARX-'. (5.42) 
This is bounded uniformly in A because ARX-’ is bounded by Eq. (5.14). 
Thus in Eq. (5.41) the integral with respect to ,I is bounded uniformly in E 
and tends to a limit as E tends to 0. By the theorem of bounded convergence, 
lim, and j d,u may be interchanged. In particular, lim, j d1 is an integrable 
function of ,u. Since the length of I-, goes to 0 as 6 tends to 0. it follows that 
Eq. (5.4 1) is true. 
The foregoing gives Eq. (5.39) in case 1 < m. By Eq. (5.36), E(m, 0, $) is 
strongly continuous in m. In Eq. (5.39) we may therefore let m go to 1 to 
cover the case I = m. fl 
THEOREM 5.10. If the data are as in Lemma 5.2, the operator G(t, O,@) 
of Definition 4.1 has the spectral resolution 
,-a 
G(t. 0, #)f= ) emi’l d[E(l, 0, +4)f]. (5.43) 
‘0 
The operator E(O,4) found in Lemma 5.1 is equal to the projection P(O.4) 
identified in Theorem 4.11. For any finite real 1, the range of E(1, 0, 4) 
belongs to a [H($)] and 
H(4) E(L O,@) = W, 0, $1 W@). 
If f is in %I [ H(4)], then 
,. rx 
(5.44) 
WA 9)W)f=j0 le*" WV, 0, d)f]. 
If f is in I! 2 and ,u in the resoluent set of H(4). then 
(5.45) 
(5.46) 
ProoJ Relation (5.43) follows from Eq. (4.2) for G, Eq. (5.35) for E. 
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Lemma 5.4, and Eq. (5.2) for G,,. The integration starts at I= 0 because 
E(I,O,#)=O if f,<O. Taking t =0 relates E(0.o) to G(O.0.o). Hence 
E(O.4) = P(0, $) by Theorem 4.11. 
If f is in a[H(d)I and L is finite. E(L, 0. o)f‘ is in ICI[H(o)I and 
H(4) E(L, 0, Q)f is equal to E(L. 0. o) H(g)f: This follows from Eq. (5.34) in 
the same way as it follows from Eq. (4.1) that G(t. O,@) commutes with 
H(4). By Eq. (5.34) 
H(#)E(L,O,$)S=s-/i?u7 (2ni)-’ f IR(~+)-R(~~)IH(~)fe”“dl. (5.47) 
‘0 
Here we use the notation of Eq. (4.4). The right side may be written as 
.I. 
slim,,, (27ri))’ ) /ezi”[R(~+)-R(~_)lfe”m dl 
.’ 0 
.I. 
- s-lim E+O (2ni) ’ ice”* -J,, [R(J+) +R(k)]fe”” dl. (5.48) 
By Corollary 5.8. the first term is equal to 
1.’ le”” d[E(I, 0, q+~)fl. 
-0 
(5.49) 
The second term (5.48) vanishes. To show this, we separate it into 
- slim,,, (2ni) ’ ice”’ 1: [R,(l+) +R,(A )Ife”‘dl. 
(5.50) 
- slim EAO (2ni) ’ ice”* r ID@+) +D(L)Ife”” df. 
-” 
By Lemma 5.2, the integral containing the operators D has a strong limit as 
E tends to 0. Because of the extra factor E, the second term (5.50) vanishes. 
The momentum representation gives us an estimate of the first term (5.50). 
The important point is 
By Schwarz’s inequality, the right side does not exceed a function of L times 
c”’ If(k)1 and the re ore tends to 0 strongly as E tends to 0. Hence the second f 
term (5.48) vanishes. 
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Collecting results shows that 
H(d) E(L, 0, #).f= /-L k2’@ d[E(l, 0, #>f], (5.52) 
-0 
but in deriving this we assumed that f is in Z[H($)]. By Lemma 5.7. 
E(I, 0, $)f is of bounded variation for every f in 2’. Hence the right side of 
Eq. (5.52) is 2’ whenever f is in P2. Any f in f!’ can be approximated by a 
sequence (f,} in ‘D[H($)]. This gives a sequence of right-hand sides (5.52) 
Suppose we perform integration by parts in each of these. This gives a 
situation as in Corollary 5.3, with a sequence of Stieltjes integrals in terms of 
a sequence { E(I, 0, 4) f, }. S ince E(I, 0, $) is bounded uniformly in 1, we have 
that E(f, 0, #)f, tends to E(I, 0, $)f uniformly in 1. This is sufficient for the 
sequence of Stieltjes integrals to tend to the right side of Eq. (5.52) 13, 
Sect. 3.31. The implication is that H(4) E(L, 0,4)f,, has a limit with respect 
to n. Since H(d) is closed, this limit must be H(g) E(L, 0, $)f: Hence 
Eq. (5.52) is true throughout f!‘. Thus the range of E(L. 0, 4) is in D[H(@)] 
and Eq. (5.44) follows easily. 
If f is in %[/f($)], the left side of Eq. (5.52) tends to P(0, d) H(@)f as L 
tends to co. This allows L to go to co on the right and gives Eq. (5.45). 
The foregoing analysis shows that E(L, 0, $) P* is an invariant subspace 
of H(4). If ,D is in the resolvent set of H(q), then R(,u. 6) E(L, 0, $) is the 
inverse of [H(6) -p] E(L, 0.4) in E(L, 0. #) Cl. Now consider the operator 
T(u) defined by 
T(p) = (‘L (/ezig -cl)-'d[E(LO, $)fl. 
-‘O 
(5.53) 
It is obvious that T(p) = T(p) E(L, 0. $). By Eq. (5.52), 
TOr)lW) -PI WL O.#)f 
-I. 
= 1 (fezi@ -,um'(fezim -,u) dlE(I. 0, $)f) = E(L, 0, p)J (5.54) 
‘0 
This shows that T(p) is equal to R(u, 4) E(L. 0, 4). Letting L tend to CO gives 
Eq. (5.46). 1 
Remark 5.11. Relation (5.46) can be used to continue P(0, @) R(,u. 4) 
analytically to the ,U plane cut along the half-line P = fez’“, 0 ,< I < co. This 
strengthens some results of [ 11, 121. 
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